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GRAZING TRAMPLED GRASS 

 

                Grass growth of cool-season grasses like smooth bromegrass has been phenomenal in many parts 
of Nebraska this spring.  For some reason the rainfall and temperatures and sunshine all combined to 
produce an abundance of tall grass. 

               As good as this sounds, when it came time to graze this tall grass much of it got trampled rather 
than eaten.  As we come back to graze those pastures a second time, there is a combination of new 
regrowth, tall stemmy grass, dead and brown trampled grass, and partly pushed over but still green old 
grass.  How should that mess be handled? 

               Animals turned into these pastures with enough time and space will wander around grazing just 
the regrowth.  And when that’s all gone they’ll stand around and beller to be moved to fresh pasture.  That 
may be fine if you have plenty of pasture, but there are other options. 

               One option that I’m kind of fond of is to increase stock density.  In other words, only give the herd 
part of the pasture at a time.  This requires some temporary cross fencing as well as planning regarding 
water access, but it can be well worth it. 

               If you increase stock density so your animals have access to about one day’s worth of grazing at a 
time, grazing and manure distribution will be more uniform, animals will eat more of the less desirable 
older forage so carrying capacity will increase, and grass that was trampled previously will be better 
incorporated into the soil for faster recycling and soil improvement. 

               Obviously, either option is acceptable.  But if you want to extend grazing and improve conditions 
for next time, putting a little extra management into the grazing will pay off in the long run. 
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